
1.  FILL Wintercraft® Globe Ice Lantern Balloon with tap water by stretching balloon’s mouth 
 around water faucet head to form a seal. Hold balloon tightly in place with thumb and 
 forefinger as it fills with water to desired size and sits nicely in freezing base. 

2. TWIST & CLIP balloon neck to seal. Place filled balloon on freezing base.
 Filled balloon should comfortably rest in freezing base. (Figure A)

3. FREEZE outdoors on ground in a mostly shaded area (best if average temperature 
 is below 20° F/-7° C) Place balloon and freezing base directly on earth or snow to keep the bottom 
 of ice globe from freezing. If placing balloon on deck or stone work, position insulating disk 
 under freezing base. (Figure A)
 FREEZE indoors in a freezer with freezing base on insulating disk. The Styrofoam simulates insulating 

effect of snow/ground which helps to keep bottom of globe ice lantern from freezing.    

4. CHECK if shell of ice is forming by pushing firmly on balloon. (Figure B)   
 For Small Base check after 14-18 hours.
 For Large Base check after 24-30 hours.
 When shell of ice forms, lift balloon off base and feel unfrozen bottom. 
 Completely unfrozen bottom = thinner shell. 
 Slushy/closing up = thicker shell. 
 If more thickness is desired, continue freezing and re-check in 6-8 hours. Ice thickness varies 
 with freezing time, volume of water and temperature. Experiment and have fun! 
 If balloon freezes solid, it will not be possible to light from within. 

5. CUT balloon from ice globe in a sink or outside where excess water can run out of interior 
 cavity which has formed. (Figure C)

6. LIGHT using the Quick Flip Method: Simply secure shell of ice with opening up on ground 
 in desired location. Place a candle inside and light. (Figure D - left)
 Or LIGHT with LED Lights (for color and convenience): Place open end of globe ice lantern 
 over a waterproof battery-operated LED light or a string of small LED lights. (Figure D - right) 
 The natural facets of the ice will light up with your choice of vivid color or soft, twinkling light!

For alternate lighting and display options 
that offer added beauty and wind resistance,  see other side.
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and even more tips and tricks can be discovered at WINTERCRAF T.COM  
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GLOBE ICE LANTERN KIT 
— INSTRUCTIONS —  

Making a globe ice lantern is easy and fun. Ice forms from the outside in, 
creating a shell of ice perfect for lighting with a candle or LED lights. The 6 steps below 

will get you started - explore and learn more at WINTERCRAFT.COM!


